Introduction
Stochastic integrals, like ordinary integrals, are defined through limiting procedures. Since probability theory uses different concepts of convergence one has to specify the sense in which a stochastic integral exists. If the "integrator" Z is a stochastic process of bounded variation (i.e. almost all sample paths of Z are functions of finite variation), then for a very general class of "integrands" 4, the stochastic integral j C$ dZ is defined pathwise as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral; that is, as an almost-sure limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sums. In general, this can no longer be done if Z has sample paths of unbounded variation (e.g. if Z is Brownian motion). By generalizing a functional-analytic completion procedure of It8 (1944) , Kunita and Watanabe (1967) (Meyer, 1967; Doleans-Dade and Meyer, 1970) and semimartingales have been developed (Jacod, 1979; Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982) . Semimartingales are, in a well-defined sense, the largest class of stochastic processes with respect to which stochastic integration is reasonable (Dellacherie, 1980; Bichteler, 1981; Protter, 1986) . As a consequence of this development, stochastic integrals are now typically defined non-constructively as LP-limits of Riemann-Stieltjes sums.
In this paper, we present a constructive approach to stochastic integration with respect to continuous, vector-valued martingales with "continuous" filtrations. The idea is not only to discretize time (this alone results in the usual Riemann-Stieltjes approximation) but also to carefully discretize the probability space so that almostsure (pathwise) convergence of "simple" Riemann-Stieltjes sums can be established. Our construction relies on a general approximation technique for random processes developed in and Willinger and Taqqu (1988) and provides a practical method for approximating stochastic integrals. We also apply pathwise stochastic integration to the theory of security markets with continuous trading. This theory deals with the analysis of stochastic models for the buying and selling of portfolios of securities in continuous time (Harrison and Kreps, 1979; Harrison and Pliska, 1981; Stricker, 1984; Duffie and Huang, 198.5; Miiller, 1985; Denny and Suchanek, 1986; Fiillmer and Sondermann, 1986) . For exogenously given equilibrium prices, we characterize convergence of the more "realistic" finite market models to continuous models and thereby explain features of the latter (e.g. completeness, no-arbitrage) via the corresponding well-understood concepts in a finite setting . Such a characterization is of interest from a theoretical as well as practical point of view (Harrison and Pliska, 1983; Kreps, 1982) since it contributes to a better understanding of both the martingale representation theory (Jacod, 1979) and complete security market models. It also solves an open problem stated in Kopp (1984, pp. 168-169) .
Stochastic integration a la It6
The main ideas in the classical theory of stochastic integration are essentially due to It6 (1944) , and concern the definition of stochastic integrals with respect to square-integrable martingales.
We briefly describe this method in order to facilitate comparisons with (i) existing pathwise constructions of stochastic integrals discussed in Section 1.2, and (ii) our pathwise approach. The fundamental concepts of the classical theory are: (a) predictability, (b) the Doob-Meyer decomposition, (c) a functional-analytic completion.
In order to describe these concepts, some notation is necessary. Fix a stochastic base (a, 9, P, F) where the filtration F = ( 9,: 0 G t G T) satisfies the "usual conditions" (see Dellacherie and Meyer, 1978, p. 115; or (by identifying ME Ai with MT E L2(0, 9, P)). For each M E Ai, the Doob-Meyer decomposition theorem (Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982, p. 198) The map 4 + 5 C#J dM from %' into J?Y~ is a linear isometry and hence, it has a unique extension (again denoted by 4 + j 4 dM) from Z2( M) into 4:. The image of C$ under this map is called the stochastic integral of 4 with respect to M (denoted by j 4 dM).
Observe that this procedure (It6's method) characterizes the stochastic integral in terms of an isometry from Z2( M) into .&z rather than in terms of a probabilistically more satisfying object such as a stochastic process. The latter was achieved by Kunita and Watanabe (1967) who thereby provided the key to the modern development of stochastic integration.
They define the stochastic integral as the unique stochastic process satisfying a certain functional relation (see Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982, p. 339 point of view, the classical stochastic integration theory is hampered by the fact that, in general, one cannot "construct" and/or approximate stochastic integrals sample path by sample path. However, as is shown in Dellacherie and Meyer (1982, p. 330 ) (see also Lenglart, 1978; Bichteler, 1981) , the paths of j $I dM do, in a certain sense, depend only on the paths of C$ and M. In Section 4, we show much more: under well-defined conditions, the stochastic integral j 4 dM can be defined and constructed in a pathwise sense, and moreover, the construction will provide a practical method for "calculating" and approximating stochastic :~*~~..~l~ 1'1Lcg;lals.
Pathwise "constructions" of stochastic integrals
Since stochastic integrals are typically defined as L"-limits of Riemann-Stieltjes sums, there always exists a subsequence along which almost-sure convergence holds. Presently available pathwise "constructions" rely in one way or another on the existence of such an almost-sure convergent subsequence.
Here we briefly discuss three methods for pathwise constructions of stochastic integrals, due to Wong and Zakai (1965, 1969) , Bichteler (1981), and Fiillmer (1982) 
where [x, x] " is the continuous part of the repartition function of lim C (x,,,, -x,02&,. n-m f,E7,, (1.2.4) (Here, ~5,~ is the point mass at li and (T,,),=~ is a sequence of subdivisions whose mesh tends to zero and such that the weak limit (1.2.4) defines a Radon measure on [0, co) .) The integral
is then defined through the It6 formula (1.2.3), or equivalently, through a limit of Follmer's approach considers only a subclass of stochastic integrals. Moreover, it cannot be easily used to numerically evaluate stochastic integrals because it requires the simulation of sample paths of X. Note that it typically also requires finding a suitable subsequence of (T,,),,~~ such that (1.2.4) holds almost surely when x is replaced by X([X, X]" exists as a limit in probability).
Follmer's result is, (Liptser and Shiryayev, 1977; Kallianpur, 1980; Elliot, 1982) , to the statistics of counting processes in survival analysis (Aalen, 1978; Gill, 1980; BrCmaud, 1981) , and to the theory of continuous trading in financial economics (Harrison and Kreps, 1979; Harrison and Pliska, 1981, 1983; Stricker, 1984) . In the latter context, the martingale representation property is also called completeness property and has an intuitive interpretation in terms of complete security markets (see Harrison and Pliska, 1981; .
Outline of the paper
The central concept of our pathwise approach to stochastic integration is presented in Section 2. Here we illustrate the use of the completeness property in connection with stochastic integration in the case of discrete time and a discrete and finite filtration.
Freed of technicalities, the discrete-time case allows us to motivate definitions and to explore the ideas behind our results. Section 3 contains a brief description of the approximation technique developed in Willinger and Taqqu (1988) . This technique is then used to approximate certain continuous martingales and strictly preserve the completeness property along the approximating sequence. Combining the existence of such approximations with the results of Section 2, we develop in Section 4 the pathwise construction of stochastic integrals relative to continuous martingales. Finally, in Section 5, our pathwise approach is applied to the theory of security markets with continuous trading where equilibrium prices are given exogenously.
Stochastic integration and completeness in discrete time
In this section, we illustrate the connection between complete random processes and stochastic integration in discrete time with discrete and finite filtrations.
The probabilistic setting
Consider a given probability space (0, 9, P) and a filtration F = (9,: t=0,1,..., T < a) . For ease of illustration, we assume that to each 9, there corresponds a minimal partition 9, of 0 such that 9, = (T( P,) (t = 0, 1, . . . , T), that SC, = (0, 0} and ST = 9, and that P[A] > 0 for each A E P7.
Next let X = (X,: t = 0, 1, . . . , T) denote an Rd-valued martingale (d 2 1) with respect to F and P (an (F, P)-martingale, for short) and without loss of generality we assume that X,, = 0. Note that because of our assumptions on F, X is a simple process, i.e. for each t = 0, 1, . . . , T, X, takes finitely many different values in Rd. X gives rise to the so-called minimal filtration FX = ( 9:: t = 0, 1, . . . , T), where 9: denotes the u algebra generated by X,, X,, . . . , X,.
Finally, let $=($,: t=1,2 ,..., T) denote an Rd-valued stochastic process on (0, 9, P) with component processes $', $', . . . , q!~'. I/I is said to be F-predictable if $,ES,_, (t=1,2 ).. 
.) T). For a predictable process I/J, the discrete stochastic integral withrespecttoX,cCraX=(($oX),: t=O,l,..., T) (also called the martingale-trunsform of X by 4) is defined by
(+0X),(.)=$1.x0+ C cCr~(.).(X,(.)-X,-,(.)) P-u.
Discrete stochastic integrals and completeness
By identifying rC, 0 X with its terminal value Y = ($0 X),, we can view the operation of forming $0 X as a mapping from the set of all F-predictable processes into L' (0, 9, P) . For example, for d = 1, the image of $ = ($,: t = 1,2, . . . , T) with $,=l(t=l,2 )...) T) is the random variable XT. In general, stochastic integrals with respect to X do not span L'(0, 9, P). However, if the pair (F, X) is such that {c+(Ic,oX).:
Ic, predictable,c~R}=L'(~,9,P), (2.2.1) then any YE L'(R, 9, P) can be written as EP[ Y] plus a discrete stochastic integral tj 0 X for some predictable integrand $. $ is obtained through an explicit pathwise construction (see below) and satisfies for P-almost all w E 0, 
Because of Lemma 2.2.1, we study the representation problem (2.2.1) in terms of Z and a. When we discuss the construction of integrands generating a given YE L'(R, 9, P) in Section 2.3, the advantages of the (Z, @)-setup over the one involving X are apparent. Below, we formally define the completeness of Z.
Definition 2.2.1. The (F, P)-martingale Z is said to be complete (for (0, F, P)) if for each YE L'(R, 9, P) there exists $J E Q, such that for P-almost all w E a,
or equivalently (using (2.2.5)),
Y(w) = &(w) . -G(w).
A complete process Z allows us to represent anything probabilistically interesting as a discrete stochastic integral. In particular, every real-valued (r=O,l,..., T).
Because of the above, the "Strasbourg" terminology (Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982) for completeness of Z is Z has the martingale representation property. We now characterize complete processes. Observe that condition (CL) imposes extremely stringent constraints on the dynamic nature of 2, i.e. on the flow of information and the possible changes of the values of Z from t -1 to t. Corollary 2.2.1 states that the minimal filtration is necessary for completeness, and (Ci) explicitly indicates the central role of the fine structure of the filtration in this context.
We conclude this subsection with examples of a complete and an incomplete process. See Section 2.4 for another complete process. 
A duality structure
The equivalence between statements (l), (2), and (3) of Theorem 2.2.1 is the result of a duality structure between completeness of Z and uniqueness of an equivalent martingale measure for 2. In fact, there is a genuine linear programming duality between these two problems and we explicitly provide the corresponding primal-dual pair of LP's. This LP formulation is used to construct the integrands 4 E @ that generate a given YE L'(fl, 5, P) (see Section 2.4).
Consider, for simplicity, a finite probability space (0, F, P) 
Observe that the (P)-feasible region consists of all probability measures Q on (0,s) with Q-P and such that
Also note that the (P)-feasible region is non-empty because Z is an (E', P)-martingale. Secondly, by identifying each element y in the (D)-feasible region with an element $J = (4,) E @ (set y = $J, E s,,), we recognize (D) as the linear programming formulation of the completeness problem for Z (and for the particular v at hand). Observe that since T = 1, property (2.2.4) is not required for 4; this property is only of interest in the multi-period case (see below). Stochastic duality for multi-period processes (T > 1) generally involves different primal-dual pairs of LP's P( t, A) and D( t, A) for each t = 0, 1, . . , T -1 and for each A E 9, (see Section 2.4 for an explicit formulation.) Corollary 2.3.1 below explicitly relates the LP-formulation to condition (CL). It follows directly from the finite sample space results of Taqqu and Willinger (1987, Theorem 5 .1 and the proof of Theorem 4.1). This result is of practical importance since it makes LP techniques available for the pathwise construction of stochastic integrals. (2)
For each t=O,l,..., T -1, and each AE P,, P( t, A) has an optimal feasible solution.
Zsatisfies (CL). 0 2.4. A simple example
We illustrate here how the LP formulation is used to obtain 4 E @ that generates a given YE L' (0, 9, P) . Consider the following numerical example of a two-step martingale Z = (Z,, Z, , Z,) with d = 2 portrayed in Figure 1 . Assume that 0 is arbitrary and that the filtration I; is given by the tree diagram of the process, namely The values of 2 at times t = 0, 1,2 are given in Figure 1 as nodes of the tree, e.g. Z,(w)=(l, 12, ll)T if WEB*,. The measure P is recorded in the last column in Figure 1 and it is easy to see that 2 is an (F, P)-martingale. In fact, P is the unique equivalent martingale measure for (F, Z) (direct verification or check (CL)) and, therefore, Z is complete.
The purpose of this example is to illustrate the pathwise construction of discrete stochastic integrals relative to Z for a given YE L'(@ 9, P). Suppose Y( .) = SU~,=,,,,~ lZ,( .)I'. In order to construct 4 = (4,) 42) E Cg that generates Y, we proceed pathwise and apply Corollary 2.3.1 "backwards".
That is, we set t = 1 and solve for 42 and then set t = 0 to obtain 4,. More precisely, for t = 1, we consider the following three linear programs. This section contains a brief description of the "skeleton approach" which approximates a continuous martingale by "skeleton martingales", i.e. simple martingales of the type considered in the previous section. Besides exhibiting strong convergence properties, the skeleton technique is also capable of preserving structural properties such as completeness along the entire approximating sequence and, therefore, permits extension of the pathwise construction of stochastic integrals (see Section 2.2) to the case of continuous martingales.
For a more detailed discussion of the skeleton approach, we refer the interested reader to Taqqu (1988) .
Probabilistic assumptions

Fix a finite time horizon
T and consider a stochastic base (0, 9, P, F) with a complete probability space (a, 9, P) and a filtration F = ( 9,: 0 s t G T) satisfying the usual conditions, i.e., so contains all P-null sets and 9, = s,+-n,_ sY (OS t G T). We also require F to be continuous, that is, to satisfy:
For every B E 9, the (F, P)-martingale (P[B 1 F,]: 0 s t s T) has a continuous modification.
(3.1.1) Definition (3.1 .l) of a continuous information structure is originally due to Harrison (1982) and formalizes the idea that there are no events "that can take us by surprise" (for more details, see Huang, 1985) .
Next let Z=(Z,: 0s t< T) denote an Rd+' -valued (F, P)-martingale with continuous sample paths. We assume that Z"= (Zp: 0~ t 5 T), the 0th component process of Z, is deterministic and constant with Zv = 1 (0 G t G T) and take Z," = 0 P-a.s. (k = 1,. . . , d). Z gives rise to the minimal filtration FZ; that is, the smallest filtration satisfying the usual conditions and with respect to which Z is adapted. In the sequel, we restrict ourselves to minimal filtrations, i.e. we assume F=F=.
(3.1.2) Note that S,, is almost trivia1 (i.e. So contains only sets of P-measure zero or one) and for convenience, we also require 3 "r = 5 Requiring (3.1.2) does limit the generality of our set-up; however, Willinger and Taqqu (1988) show that the minima1 filtration is necessary for the skeleton approach. Also, in many practical examples, assumption (3.1.2) holds in the first place. Examples of filtrations F satisfying (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) include, among others, Brownian filtrations in one and higher dimensions (see Huang, 1985) and, more generally, filtrations generated by continuous processes having the strong Markov property (see Meyer, 1963 (Jacod, 1979) . Thus weak convergence is not appropriate for preserving structural properties such as completeness. The skeleton approach developed in Willinger and Taqqu (1988) is capable of preserving such structural properties. This method deals with pathwise approximations of continuous sample paths processes and is based on a natural convergence concept for filtrations. The latter enables us to deal with the fine structure of the filtration, the central role of which can be seen in condition (CL) of Theorem 2.2.1.
The skeleton approach relies on the notions of skeletons and skeleton approximations both of which are given below.
Definition 3.2.1. A continuous-time skeleton of (F, 2) is a triplet (I <, F i, 5) consisting of a deterministic index set I ', a filtration I;' = (9-i: 0~ t s T) (the skeletonjiltration)
, and an [Wd+' -valued stochastic process 5 = (5,: 0 G t s T) (the skeleton process) with the following properties.
(a) Ii={t(<,O), t(&l) ,..., t(f;N')}, 0=t(f;O)<...<t(f;N5)=T, N5<W.
(b) For each t E I <, 9"p is a finitely generated sub-a-algebra of gr, i.e. there exists a minima1 partition 9, of R with S;f = ~(9,).
(c) Fort~11,0~t~T,set9j=~~~S,k) iftE[t(&k),t({,k+l))forsomeOsk< N".
(
d) For each t E I ', let 5, E 9:. (e) For t .@ I ', 0~ t S T, let C1 = <r(i,k) if tE[t(<, k), t(c, k+l))
for some Ock< NC.
Definition 3.2.2. A sequence (I("), F("), l(n)),=0 of continuous-time skeletons of (F, Z) is called a continuous-time skeleton approximation of (F, Z) if the following properties hold.
(a) Dense subset property. The sequence ( Z(n)),Z0 of finite index sets satisfies:
(ii) I= UnzO I'"' is a dense subset of [0, 7'1.
(b) Convergence of information. F cn)T F as n+a, that is, for each 0s ts T,
(up to P-null sets), n s 1. (c) Pathwise approximation. 5'"' + 2 as n + cc (uniformly in t)P-a.s.; that is,
Note that because of (c) and (e) of Definition 3.2.1, skeletons can be considered as stochastic processes in continuous time or discrete time; in the sequel, we take whichever setting is most convenient. 
, F'"', l(n)),,zO of the (F, P)-martingale Z such that for each n 2 0: (1) (I'"', F'"', 5'"') is a complete (F'"', P)-martingale; (2) (I'"', F("), 5'"') is an (F'"', P)-martingale satisfying condition (C;(.)); (3) (I'"', F'"', 6'"') admits a unique equivalent martingale measure PC"' where PC") = PI,:;!,, is the restriction of P to S$b~ and T (n) denotes the last element in I'"'.
Moreover, conditions (l), (2), and (3) are equivalent. 0
Pathwise stochastic integration
We now combine the results of Section 2 with the structure preserving feature of the skeleton technique (Theorem 3.2.1) to obtain a pathwise construction of stochastic integrals relative to continuous martingales. Throughout this section, we work under the probabilistic assumptions stated in Section 3.1.
An explicit construction
We first introduce the notion of predictable skeleton and then give the pathwise construction of stochastic integrals with respect to 2.
Definition 4.1.1. The triplet (I", F", V) is called an P-predictable (continuous-time) skeleton if the following properties hold.
(a) I"={t (v, l), t(v,2) ,..
., t(v, N")}, O< t(v, l)<.
. .=c t(v, N")s T, N"<co.
(b) P" = ( 9:: 0~ t G T) is a skeleton filtration (see (b) and (c) of Definition 3.2.1).
(c) v= (v,:OGtGT) is an Rd+' -valued stochastic process such that for each O< k s N", v,(Q) E s; (+,, ( s;+,,, = (0, a}) , and for t iis I", v, = V,(,k) if t E (t(v,k-l),t(v,k) 
]forsomeO<k~N"(t(v,O)=O).
Next recall that because of Theorem 3.2.1(l) there exists a continuous-time skeleton approximation ( Icn), F("), <(n)),a0 of (F, 2) such that for each n 3 0, (I("), F'"', 5'"') is a complete (F'"', P)-martingale for which the results of Section 2 apply. (Note that as a result of the special construction, T("), denoting the last element of I("), is always slightly beyond T and converges to T as n+co.) Thus, for each Y'"' E $7~~ there exists an F'"'-predictable skeleton (I'"', F("), 4'"') with Step 0. Choose YE L' (0, 9, P) and consider the real-valued (F, P)-martingale (Y,:OstsT) with Y,=E,[YI%,]P-a.s.
Step 1. Choose a continuous-time skeleton approximation (I'"', PC"), ~(n'),~o of (F, Z) such that the sequence (I'"', F'"', Y(")),,0 defines a continuous-time skeleton approximation of (Ij; ( Y,: 0 s t s T)) where for each n 2 0, the process Y'"' = ( Yj"': 0 < t s T'"') is defined by Yi"' = EP[ Y ] @"'] P-a.s.
Step 2. For each n 2 0, let (I'"', F("', 4"") denote an F'"'-predictable skeleton satisfying (4.1.1) and (4.1.2).
Step 3. For 0 G t d T, and for P-almost all o E a, define I ,:f 4.,(w) . dZ,(w) = lim (4cn'o L$"'), (w) n-oc which will be called the pathwise stochastic inregral of4 with respect fo Z.
Note that in
Step 2, The F'"' -predictable skeletons are obtained by solving equations along the sample paths of c (n) These sample path operations are illustrated .
in Section 2.4 and explain the role of the 0th component of Z.
Feasibility of the construction
The discussion preceding the construction establishes the feasibility of Step 2. The proof of part (1) (2) Next we establish feasibility of Step 3. We must show that the sequence ($""o {(n'),~O of discrete stochastic integrals converges uniformly on [0, T] for P-almost all w E 0 as n + 00. For each n 2 0, we have
(OS td T) is well dejined; that is, +(*' 0 c'"'(w) converges uniformly on [0, T] for P-almost all wEnasn+co. (2) If x = (Z', z2,. . . , Zd) E JAz and IJ!IE L?*(X) is given, then I&s stochastic integral 5 + dX and the pathwise stochastic integral 5 &( 9)
and by the martingale property of 4"" 0 5"" we also have
Because of Step 2 of the construction, y($,, = (#"' 0 I)+ P-a.s.
and, therefore,
Pathwise convergence of (+(") 0 5(n'),zo on [0, T] for P-almost all w E 0 now follows from the uniform convergence of ( Y(")),,0 on [0, T]; the latter holds since (I'"' F'"', Y(")),,0 is a continuous-time skeleton approximation of (F, (Y,: 0~ t s 0). to refer to ItB's integral obtained through an L,-isometry.
Part (2) of Theorem 4.2.1 shows how to define the pathwise stochastic integral when Cc, E 9'(X) is given. Namely, in Step 0 of the construction, take Y = ,t e?r dX,, 16's integral of $ with respect to X and proceed as in the construction above. In fact, we conjecture that ((4'"')', (e5'"')', . . . , (4'"')d), the first d component processes of the F'"'-predictable, continuous time skeleton +cn' = (( 4(n))o, ($"")', . . . , (c#I'"')~) converge (in 9*(X)) to the integrand process I,!J of 16's integral 5 $s dX,. Thus far, however, we have been unable to prove such a result.
The connection between It6's approach and our pathwise construction leading to (4.2.1) can be illustrated as follows. The skeleton approach required us to assume the minimal filtration, whereas It6's method works with an arbitrary filtration (with respect to which the integrator is adapted). It6's work is based on L2-theory and is therefore typically not concerned with sample path considerations. However, by relying on an L2-theory one loses control over the fine structure of the filtration or, in the case of the minimal filtration, over the sample path behaviour of the underlying stochastic process. Moreover, if at the end, a reconstruction of the underlying fine structure is desired, then an L2-approach requires the cumbersome task of looking for appropriate (almost-sure convergent) subsequences. This not only explains the main character of existing pathwise approaches (see Section 1.3) when compared to 16's theory (finding the "right" subsequence), but it also shows that the underlying filtration will have to be taken into consideration when one wants to extract a sample path result from an L2-theory. Note that our pathwise approach relies on the fine structure of the filtration alone and uses no L*-theory at all.
Remarks. (1) Although
Step 1 of the construction of pathwise integrals does not uniquely specify the continuous-time skeleton approximation (I'"', F'"', 5'"') nE=O o f (F, Z), the pathwise stochastic integral does not depend on the choice of approximating skeletons (as long as they are feasible in the sense of Step 1). This property follows directly from the proof of part (1) 
EP[ Y] = E,,[ Y:"ch] = E,,[(@(") . IJ(~))~w] = &;,,, . ,$j"'.
Here we used, in succession, the definition of Y"", property (4.1.2), and properties of the martingale transforms. Observe, however, that Theorem 4.2.1 contains no statement concerning the convergence (in any sense) of the sequence (4(n))na0.
Thus far, we have been unable to prove such a result but conjecture that 4("' converges to an F-predictable process #J = (4,: 0 G t G T) for P x h-almost all (w, Let Z,(w) denote the position of a particle w at time 1. Then, (4.2.3) requires exact measurements of time and location of the particle at any instant. On the other hand, (4.2.4) reflects the physically more realistic situation where the position of a particle can only be determined with some error ("uncertainty principle"). For yet another version (random observation times, exact position in space), see F. Knight's pathwise approximation of Brownian motion (Knight, 1981; Itd and McKean, 1965) .
(4) Suppose that the filtration F is no longer minimal (Fz FZ) and does not satisfy the continuity assumption (3.1.1). Pathwise stochastic integration may still be possible but it requires the introduction of additional component processes, say Zd+' , . . 9 Zdtc (1 G c COO) such that (i) Fz* = F (where Z* is the Rd+'-valued process with component processes Z", Z', . . . , Zd, Zd+', . . , Zd+c) and (ii) the discontinuities in F are "explained" by Z *. For an illustration of how to choose the "right" additional components, consider the following example which appears in Harrison and Pliska (1981) in a related context (see also Willinger and Taqqu, 1988) . Take It is easy to see that Z is a (F, P)-martingale where F = FZ v F" 2 FZ; moreover, (3.1.1) does not hold since %1,3-f s1,2. Now choose the following additional component Z*:
z:=a,-1, OCtCl.
Setting Z = (Z", Z', Z"), we obviously obtain an (F, P)-martingale with FZ = Z?
Although Z has neither continuous sample paths nor does F satisfy the continuity assumptions (3.1.1), pathwise stochastic integration with respect Z is still possible since there exist continuous-time skeleton approximations of (F, Z) (see Willinger and Taqqu, 1988) .
Pathwise integration and the theory of continuous trading
In this section, we show that our pathwise approach to stochastic integration can be used to obtain a convergence theory for continuous security market models with exogenously given equilibrium prices. Throughout this section, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the papers by Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison and Pliska (1981) which introduce the modern theory of martingales and stochastic integrals to the analysis of stochastic models for trading securities in continuous time.
Towards a convergence theory for continuous security market models
The main problem with the existing theory of continuous security market models can be summarized as follows. The finite stochastic models for trading securities in which the underlying probability space is essentially discrete and finite and trading takes place at only finitely many points in time, are fully understood (Harrison and Pliska, 1981; . However, this understanding could not be applied to the study of many important features of continuous security market models (e.g. completeness, no-arbitrage) because of the absence of an appropriate approximation scheme and the typically non-constructive nature of the presently available stochastic integration theory. The properties of completeness and noarbitrage are of theoretical interest as well since they contribute to a better understanding of the martingale representation theory (Jacod, 1979; Kopp, 1984) . For exogenously given equilibrium prices, we characterize convergence of "reallife" economies (i.e. finite security market models) to continuous market models in which securities can be traded continuously and the probability space is arbitrary. The characterization follows from our pathwise construction of stochastic integrals and provides a convergence theory for continuous security market models with exogenous/y given equilibrium prices that is-to our knowledge-the first of its kind and has been sought after as discussed in Kreps (1982) and Harrison and Pliska (1981) . Such a convergence theory is important for justifying the study of idealized (i.e. continuous) markets such as the well-known Black-Scholes model (Black and Scholes, 1973) . We also consider our results as a first step towards establishing a general convergence theory for continuous security markets with endogenously determined equilibrium prices (Kreps, 1982; Duffie and Huang, 1985) .
An economic interpretation of the probabilistic setting
Consider the probabilistic setting introduced in Section 3.1 as a stochastic model of a security market with continuous trading; that is, interpret Z:(w) as the price of security k (0 s k s d) at time t (0 G t s T) if w E fl represents the state of nature, and 9, as the information available to an investor at time t (0 s t s T). Then starting without knowledge (so is almost trivial), the investor ends up with all uncertainty resolved ( sT = 9). Moreover, between times 0 and T, knowledge is based only on past and present values of the securities (assumption (3.1.2)) and is resolved gradually (assumption (3.1.1)). Here, for the purpose of interpretation, we also assume that each component-process Zk = (Z:: 0~ t 5 T), (k = 0, 1, . . . , d) is strictly positive. Note that by taking Z:-1 (0 c t s T), we consider an already discounted price process 2. (Harrison and Kreps, 1979 , show that there is no loss of generality in assuming a riskless and constant bond price Z".) In the sequel, the continuous security market model corresponding to (0, .F, P) and the (F, P)-martingale Z will be denoted by (T, F, Z) with T = [0, T] representing the trading times.
Next consider a continuous-time skeleton ( T5, F", 5) of (F, Z) where 5 is the projection (in the sense of a conditional expectation operator) of Z onto F'. By restricting ( T5, F', C) to its finite index set T', we obtain a discrete-time stochastic process (( S,i: 1 E T5), (5,: t E T')) which defines a finite security market model in the sense of . Identifying each element in a continuoustime skeleton approximation (T'"', F'"', <'"') ,,=" of (F, Z) with a finite security market model yields a finite market approximation of (T, F, Z) , again denoted by (T'"', F(") , c(n)),,SO, for convenience.
Note that each element in a finite market approximation of (T, F, Z) is defined on the same probability space as (T, F, Z) but differs in the finite sets T ('I of trading dates, the simple equilibrium price processes l"", and the finitely generated information structures F'"'. Since each 5 ('I can be considered a stochastic process in continuous time or discrete time, we take in the sequel whichever setting is most convenient.
Convergence results,for the theory of continuous trading
We first establish the existence of finite market approximations.
The result below follows directly from the existence of continuous-time skeleton approximations of (F, Z) (see Willinger and Taqqu, 1988, Theorem 4.3.1) and is a simple translation of the skeleton terminology (Willinger and Taqqu, 1988) into security market language. It enables us to view the continuous model (T, F, Z) as a pathwise limit of finite markets such that the underlying information structures converge, too.
Theorem 5.3.1 Finite market approximations (T'"', I;'"', l(n) 
),z0 of the continuous security market model (T, F, Z) always exist. They satisfy
(1) dense subset property of the sets T'"' offSite trading dates:
IJ (T'"' n [0, T] ) is a dense subset of [0, T] ; n>0 Next we concentrate on the martingale property of the process 2 of equilibrium prices. Willinger and Taqqu (1988) show that there exist continuous-time skeleton approximations (T'"', F'"', c(n'),ao of the (R', P)-martingale 2 such that for each n>O,.!$"' is a (F 'n), P)-martingale.
However, in the corresponding finite market models (T'"', F'"', c'"'), the martingale property of the process l("' is known to be equivalent to the absence of arbitrage opportunities. An arbitrage opportunity (also called a free lunch) is a riskless plan for making profit without investments and can be formally defined in finite security models by the self-jnancing condition (4.1.1). (For details, see . For the continuous model (T, F, Z), the notions of "no-arbitrage" and "self-financing" can be defined and understood through the following convergence result.
Theorem 5.3.2. There exist finite market approximations (T("), F("), <(n'),zO of the continuous security market model (T, F, Z) such that for each n 2 0, thejinite market model (T'"', F'"', I'"') contains no arbitrage opportunities. 0
Finally, we present a convergence result for the continuous model (T, F, Z) that is an immediate consequence of the pathwise construction of stochastic integrals (Section 4.1) and its feasibility (Section 4.2). In particular, observe that each (T'"' F'"' 5'"') along the continuous-time skeleton approximation (T'"': F'"': l(n'),zO of the (F, I')-martingale Z is assumed to be complete (Step 1). For the corresponding finite market model (T'"', F'"', c'"') , completeness is an economically desirable property, since it enables one to price any given contingent claim unambiguously (see . Completeness of the continuous security market model (T, F, Z) (i.e. the ability to write any YE L'(R, 9, P) as pathwise stochastic integral) can then be explained via the following convergence result.
Theorem 5.3.3. There exist finite market approximations (T'"', I;'"', .$(n') ,z-o of the continuous security market model (T, F, Z) such that for each n 3 0, thejnite-market model (T'"', F'"', 5"") is complete (for (0, F'"', P)). q
We conclude by recalling that because of Theorem 3.2.1, completeness of each finite market model (T'"', F'"', 5'"') can be characterized in terms of condition (C;(~~l) (n 2 0). This condition dictates almost completely the dynamic nature of the price process 5'"' (i.e. th e fl ow of information and the possible changes of the values of 5'"') and relates the fine structure of the filtration F'"' to the number of (nonredundant) securities needed for completeness of 5 (n) (Harrison and Pliska, 1981; . Thus, Theorems 5.3.3 and 3.2.1 state that this relationship can be maintained along finite market approximations of (T, F, Z) and identify the fine structure of the filtration F as the key factor for completeness.
The relationship is made explicit in Willinger and Taqqu (1988, Corollaries 5 Harrison and Pliska, 1981; Duffie and Huang, 1985) . Moreover, the ability to explicitly deal with the fine structure of F through condition (C;l'z)) along finite market approximations enables us to complete incomplete market models by finding "suitable" additional securities which yield a new price process 2 such that Theorem 5.3.3 applies (see Willinger and Taqqu, 1988, Section 5.4 ). Finally we mention that such an explicit description of the fine structure of the filtration of a complete process (in terms of condition (Cbl,11) along a continuous-time skeleton approximation of (F, 2) ) is new to the theory of continuous trading as well as to the martingale representation theory and solves an open problem stated in Kopp (1984, p. 169) .
